


What's behind the name?
The Primus Pilus, or First Spear, was the Senior Centurion of a Roman Legion.

“Centurions were the guardians of Rome. At the height of the Roman Republic there were over 
five thousand qualified Roman Centurions in the Legions. To be a Centurion required that, in a 
mostly illiterate society, one be able to read and write clearly, to be able to convey and create 
orders, to be capable of not only performing every skill of a Roman soldier but to teach every 
skill of a Roman soldier. Becoming a Centurion required intense physical ability, courage beyond 
the norm, years of sacrifice and a total devotion to the philosophy which was Rome.

When Rome fell to barbarian invaders, there were fewer than five hundred qualified Centurions.  
Not because Rome had fewer people but because it had fewer people willing to make sacrifices. 

And the last Centurions left their shields in the heather and took a barbarian bride…..” (Ringo 08)

FirstSpear™ dedicates our work and our efforts to those modern Centurions who hold the 
line and ensure that our way of life does not fall! It is an honor and a privilege to directly 
support those at the tip of the spear!  
Ringo, John.  The Last Centurion . New York: Baen, 2008.

WaRninG:   If you are happy with the status quo and buy your equipment from corner-cutting 
discounters or big box retailers, FirstSpear™ is not for you. If you demand the best and refuse 
to compromise, WELCOME TO FirstSpear™. We are built for you, the Professional User that works 
a little harder, runs a little bit faster, shoots a little straighter and continuously raises the bar.  

Our core mission, the one that really matters, is to support the people that risk everything for  
our country and our freedoms. We know what our warfighters need because we actually ask them. 
When they tell us to make equipment lighter and more capable, without sacrificing durability and 
function, that is exactly what we do.  The gear we make and the values we espouse probably aren’t for 
everyone. But if you want the best in lethality and survivability, you can count on FirstSpear™ to get it done.  

We are honored to support your mission and thank you for your loyalty.

– Your FirstSpear™ Team



FiRstspeaR
™
 desiGn philosophy

The tactical equipment put forth by FirstSpear™ is designed to function interactively as a fighting 
system. By utilizing the equipment as a system, an overall weight reduction, weight transfer 
and operational scalability is achieved that is far superior to systems that fail to consider the 
ultimate challenges that the User must face in an operational environment.

What is integrated into the FirstSpear™ line is reflective of constant dialogue with Users that 
are on the very tip of the spear. This includes but is not limited to elite organizations within the US 
Inventory as well as those of other friendly foreign nations that also feel evil is worthy of punishment.

FirstSpear™ achieves this relationship by putting complete focus on the User’s needs and their 
overarching requirements. Each subcomponent of the overall system integrates field feedback 
from concept development, through rapid prototyping, and ultimately production and delivery. 
Impact to the overall weight, form, function and durability is considered in every detail down 
to fabric and hardware selection.

Platforms, like the Sleeper™, SICR™ & OAGRE™ are designed with direct input from professional 
Users; built to be durable, lightweight, and highly functional. FirstSpear™ incorporates performance 
driven features that execute both as stand-alone items or integrated into an overarching individual 
equipment and personal protection system. This system will lower overall weight, reduce bulk off 
the silhouette contributing to more effective signature suppression and take into account the 
manipulations required that will benefit operational enhancement. 

FirstSpear™ remains focused on the User during approach, actions on and exfiltration from the objective, 
wherever that objective may be and under any conditions. In short, BATTLEFIELD CAPABILITY!

Capabilities
 Rapid Design & Prototyping 

 Private Label Manufacturing

 Short/Medium/Large Production Runs 

 Berry Compliant Certification Available  
 for Most Products

 Small Business Certified 

As a FirstSpear™ customer, you can be confident that 
in those rare cases that a piece of equipment lets you 
down, we will fix it or replace it at no cost to you.

FirstSpear™ items built to government specific 
requirements and contracts are guaranteed based on 
the terms outlined by those programs, built to achieve 
the best combination of weight and durability for a 
defined continuous use period.



Color/Size	 Small	 medium	 large	 extra	large
Black	 500-12-00002-001-02	 500-12-00002-001-03	 500-12-00002-001-04	 500-12-00002-001-05
ranger	green	 500-12-00002-003-02	 500-12-00002-003-03	 500-12-00002-003-04	 500-12-00002-003-05
Coyote	 500-12-00002-005-02	 500-12-00002-005-03	 500-12-00002-005-04	 500-12-00002-005-05
multicam	 500-12-00002-004-02	 500-12-00002-004-03	 500-12-00002-004-04	 500-12-00002-004-05

platFoRms p05

blaCk

Coyote multiCam®

RanGeR

WorkS	great	With:	
agB,	oagre™,	SiCr™,	
&	Beat	up™

Weight	for	large	Carrier:		
1.97	lbs

mSrP:	$394.98	
add	$45	for	multicam

The Sleeper™, a stay behind asset or less visible alternative 
to more overt styles of tactical vests? The Sleeper™ is 
designed to wear over or under garments and can be  
worn alone or in conjunction with the FirstSpear™ OAGRE™, 
SICR™, or Beat Up™. For rapidly changing mission sets the 
Beat Up™ Plate Carrier integrates directly onto the Sleeper™ 
and upgrades it to a full functioning tactical vest that  
accepts multiple accessory options. This capability allows  
the User to have two separate stand-alone capabilities that 
function together and not only reduce the overall weight  
of the equipment on their back but reduce logistical  
deployment volume.

Fits Soft Armor cut to the shape requirements specified for 
US SOCOM SPEAR BALCS and Hard Armor plates cut to SAPI/
ESAPI/SPEAR and Swimmer in the corresponding soft armor size, 
ie. Medium Plate and Medium Soft Armor fit a Medium Sleeper™.

Designed in conjunction with Crye Precision™.

the sleepeR™
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Color/Size	 Small	 medium	 large	 extra	large
Black	 500-12-00001-001-02	 500-12-00001-001-03	 500-12-00001-001-04	 500-12-00001-001-05
khaki	 500-12-00001-002-02	 500-12-00001-002-03	 500-12-00001-002-04	 500-12-00001-002-05
ranger	green	 500-12-00001-003-02	 500-12-00001-003-03	 500-12-00001-003-04	 500-12-00001-003-05
Coyote	 500-12-00001-005-02	 500-12-00001-005-03	 500-12-00001-005-04	 500-12-00001-005-05
multicam	 500-12-00001-004-02	 500-12-00001-004-03	 500-12-00001-004-04	 500-12-00001-004-05

Shown	with	armor	Carrier	Shoulder	Pads	(not	included)

blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®

blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-15-00002-001-00
khaki	 500-15-00002-002-00
ranger	green	 500-15-00002-003-00
Coyote	 500-15-00002-005-00
multicam	 500-15-00002-004-00

WorkS	great	With:	
all	firstSpear™	armor	Carriers

Weight	for	Cover:	0.18	lbs	(Set	of	2)

mSrP:	$43.96	
add	$1	for	multicam		
(Set	of	2)

Designed to easily and quickly inte-
grate onto FirstSpear™ Tactical Ar-
mor Carriers when the User desires 
additional padding and comfort. 
Simple elastic webbing loops assist 
in cable and wiring management.

ARMOR CARRIER SHOULDER PAD – COMFORT
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-15-00001-001-00
khaki	 500-15-00001-002-00
ranger	green	 500-15-00001-003-00
Coyote	 500-15-00001-005-00
multicam	 500-15-00001-004-00

WorkS	great	With:	
all	firstSpear™	armor	Carriers

Weight	for	Cover:	0.305	lbs

mSrP:	$49.98	
add	$3	for	multicam

Interoperates across the line of 
FirstSpear™ armor carriers to 
provide a one size fits all solution 
for rapidly employing supplemental 
protection to the groin region. 
Accommodates soft armor inserts 
made to Military Specific threat 
protection or NIJ requirements and 
accepts 6” X 6” high velocity rifle 
protective plates. Will fit several 
other existing carriers with hook 
and loop interface.

BODY ARMOR GROIN PROTECTOR

blaCk khaki RanGeR

Coyote multiCam®

WorkS	great	With:	
agB,	&	the	eCP™

Weight	for	medium	Carrier:	
2.92	lbs

mSrP:	$430.00		
add	$30	for	multicam

The Siege™ is a full up integrated tactical carrier 
designed for Direct Action Operations. The Siege™ 
quickly integrates additional armor protection as 
mission dictates and provides 360 degrees pocket 
attachment fields for mission tailoring requirements.  
The vest can be removed without taking it off over 
the head for rapid access to administrative pockets 
or medical treatment to the torso at the left and right 
shoulders with the ITW G Hook.  In CBRNE environments 
this minimizes the risk of breaking the seal on the User’s 
protective mask during decontamination procedures. 

Fits Soft Armor cut to the shape requirements specified 
for US SOCOM SPEAR BALCS and Hard Armor plates cut  
to SAPI/ESAPI/SPEAR and Swimmer in the corresponding 
soft armor size, ie. Medium Plate and Medium Soft 
Armor fit a Medium Siege™.

Shown	with	eCP™	(not	included)

the sieGe™



Plate	tyPe	–	SaPi/eSaPi/SPear
Color/Size	 Small	 medium	 large	 extra	large
Black	 500-12-00005-001-02	 500-12-00005-001-03	 500-12-00005-001-04	 500-12-00005-001-05
khaki	 500-12-00005-002-02	 500-12-00005-002-03	 500-12-00005-002-04	 500-12-00005-002-05
ranger	green	 500-12-00005-003-02	 500-12-00005-003-03	 500-12-00005-003-04	 500-12-00005-003-05
Coyote	 500-12-00005-005-02	 500-12-00005-005-03	 500-12-00005-005-04	 500-12-00005-005-05
multicam	 500-12-00005-004-02	 500-12-00005-004-03	 500-12-00005-004-04	 500-12-00005-004-05

Plate	tyPe	–	Shooter/2120
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-12-00004-001-00
khaki	 500-12-00004-002-00
ranger	green	 500-12-00004-003-00
Coyote	 500-12-00004-005-00
multicam	 500-12-00004-004-00

attaChmeNt	kit	
Color	 Part	NumBer
Color	 Part	Number
Black	 500-15-00030-001-00
khaki	 500-15-00030-002-00
ranger	green	 500-15-00030-003-00
Coyote	 500-15-00030-005-00

p08 platFoRms platFoRms p09

blaCk khaki RanGeR

multiCam®Coyote

WorkS	great	With:	
agB,	Sleeper™	&	the	eCP™

Weight:	2.52	lbs

mSrP:	$349.98	
add	$25	for	multicam
attaChmeNt	kit	mSrP:	
$34.98,	add	$5	for	multicam

With a name borrowed from the lexicon of the elite Long 
Range Desert Group (LRDG) of World War II, a “Beat Up” 
was considered to be a raid, ambush or direct action of 
the type that group favored and this PC is developed for 
just that sort of operation. The Beat Up™ is lightweight and 
integrated with all appropriate functions that reflect input 
from Professional Users, the experience of the FirstSpear™ 
Design Team and the very best in modern materials tech-
nology. An optional attachment system of 8 straps gives 
the User the capability of directly attaching the Beat Up™ 
to either the OAGRE™ or Sleeper™ for maximum tactical 
flexibility. Essential gear for your next “Beat Up”.

Fits Hard Armor plates cut to SAPI/ESAPI/SPEAR and 
Swimmer in the corresponding size, ie. Medium Plate  
fits a Medium Plate Carrier.

the beat up™ pC (plate CaRRieR)sieGe-R™ (Releasable) 

CominG 
Fall 2011
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Color
Black	 500-12-00003-001-00
khaki	 500-12-00003-002-00
ranger	green	 500-12-00003-003-00
Coyote	 500-12-00003-005-00
multicam	 500-12-00003-004-00

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-12-00007-001-00
khaki	 500-12-00007-002-00
ranger	green	 500-12-00007-003-00
Coyote	 500-12-00007-005-00
multicam	 500-12-00007-004-00

blaCk khaki RanGeR

Coyote multiCam®

blaCk khaki RanGeR

Coyote multiCam®

WorkS	great	With:	
all	first	Spear	armor	Carriers

Weight:	0.78	lbs

mSrP:	$90.00	
add	$9.50	for	multicam

WorkS	great	With:	
Sleeper™,	Beat	up™,	agB,	
&	the	eCP™

Weight:	2.24	lbs

mSrP:	$279.98	
add	$36	for	multicam

The SICR™ exhibits minimal design for Less Visible 
Operations or Personnel who may use a carbine as a 
secondary or alternate weapon (i.e. crew served weapon 
operators, drivers etc.). Holds up to six 30 round 5.56 
magazines from various manufacturers and has a left and 
right MOLLE Field that provides attachment for radios, 
first aid kit and other essential pockets. This chest rig is 
extremely lightweight and low in bulk/profile, utilizing 
NIR Suppressive materials and hardware throughout.  
The SICR™ lives up to the old Infantry adage “bullets and 
water are all you need for the slaughter”!

For the User or Mission Profile that cannot be  
supported by conventional chest harnesses or belt  
kit alone, the OAGRE™ will accommodate a large 
assortment of FirstSpear™ pockets that can be 
arranged to suit virtually any Operational Position  
or Mission Profile. OAGRE™ can be worn stand-alone 
or in conjunction with the Sleeper™ or Beat Up™ 
giving the ultimate in quick-change capability. 

One size fits most.

shoRt inCuRsion Chest RiG (siCR™) (oaGRe™) taCtiCal Vest
operational assault Ground Reconnaissance exploitation

Shown	with	assaulters	gun	Belt	(not	included)

Shown	with	eCP™	(not	included)
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Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-15-00023-001-00
khaki	 500-15-00023-002-00
ranger	green	 500-15-00023-003-00
Coyote	 500-15-00023-005-00
multicam	 500-15-00023-004-00

WorkS	great	With:	
firstSpear™	pockets

Weight:	0.04	lbs	(set	of	6)

mSrP:	$19.98	(set	of	6)

A FirstSpear™ solution to an ongoing 
User equipment challenge. Previ-
ously, pockets had to be built with 
a different attachment system to 
make them work on a belt vs. a 
vest or other platform; the Missing 
Link™ allows you to use a standard 
MOLLE attaching strap and attach 
it directly to your AGB. With the 
Missing Link™, there is no sloppy 
interface or shift in the position of 
your pockets. Will work with other 
MOLLE style pockets or belts not 
made by FirstSpear™, but it works 
best with ours!

Patent Pending

MISSING LINk™

blaCk

khaki

Color	 Size	 Part	NumBer
Black	 S	(28-32)	 500-15-00004-001-02	
	 m	(32-36)	 500-15-00004-001-03	
	 l	(36-40)	 500-15-00004-001-04	
	 xl	(40-44)	 500-15-00004-001-05
khaki	 S	(28-32)	 500-15-00004-002-02	
	 m	(32-36)	 500-15-00004-002-03	
	 l	(36-40)	 500-15-00004-002-04	
	 xl	(40-44)	 500-15-00004-002-05

WorkS	great	With:	
Patrolling	Suspenders,	missing	link™,	
and	SSv	holster

Weight	for	xl:	0.73	lbs

mSrP:	$59.98

Where the rubber meets the road, 
the Assaulters Gun Belt (AGB) is all 
about function. Accessed through 
a two-point, high strength metal-
lic buckle, the AGB will facilitate 
combat equipped buddy drags. It 
can be integrated to the OAGRE™ 
for additional equipment space and 
also accommodate many different 
FirstSpear™ components that will help 
optimize it for the full spectrum of 
tactical and discretionary operations.

ASSAULTERS GUN BELT (AGB)
Color	 Size	 Part	NumBer
Black	 S/m	 500-12-00008-001-51	
	 l/xl	 500-12-00008-001-53
khaki	 S/m	 500-12-00008-002-51	
	 l/xl	 500-12-00008-002-53
ranger	 S/m	 500-12-00008-003-51	
	 l/xl		 500-12-00008-003-53
Coyote	 S/m	 500-12-00008-005-51	
	 l/xl		 500-12-00008-005-53
multicam	 S/m	 500-12-00008-004-51	
	 l/xl		 500-12-00008-004-53
WorkS	great	With:	
agB,	Sleeper™,	SiCr™,	and	SSv	holster
Weight:	1.04	lbs
mSrP:	$139.98	
add	$17	for	multicam

Much emphasis has been reapplied 
to dismounted patrolling. The AGB 
Patrolling Suspenders are a modern 
facelift to older, well-proven battle-
field designs. Openings on the bottom 
edge of the belt section allow for 
direct attachment of the Drop Leg 
Panel, SSV Holster and other equip-
ment to the AGB. Extremely lightweight 
and highly flexible, this item in 
conjunction with the AGB can be 
worn alone or in concert with the 
Sleeper™ and/or SICR™.

Shown with Assaulters Gun Belt  
(not included)

PATROLLING SUSPENDERS FOR AGB 
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-15-00005-001-00
khaki	 500-15-00005-002-00
ranger	green	 500-15-00005-003-00
Coyote	 500-15-00005-005-00
multicam	 500-15-00005-004-00

WorkS	great	With:	
agB,	oagre™,	and	flashbang	Pockets

Weight:	0.575	lbs

mSrP:	$65.98	
add	$6	for	multicam

The Drop Leg Panel incorporates 
some functional designs that allow 
it to be worn off an extender or 
attached directly to the AGB. The 
Drop Leg Panel will accommodate 
holsters or quick detach panels for 
holsters as well as various pockets. 
Since wearing a leg panel can 
sometime block access to certain 
pockets on the User’s pants, the 
Drop Leg Panel comes standard 
with a zipper access pocket at the 
top. Spacer material on the back 
provides comfort and stand-off  
for ventilation.

DROP LEG PANEL

blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®

blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®

blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®
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FirstSpear™ utilizes the SPEAR BALCS Soft Armor cut and 
size scheme actively in use with US Special Operations 
Command (SOCOM). This size and cut corresponds closely 
to the uniform size chart in use for the previously issued 
Battle Dress Uniform (BDU). This size comparison is only 
for initial selection based upon operational roles and  
responsibilities, the User may elect to size down or up 
based upon preference. FirstSpear™ Customer Service 
Reps are standing by to assist you if required in arriving  
at an educated choice to your selection of our Armor  
Carriers. In the end we want you to be comfortable;  
not only in fit, but also in confidence that you have  
the desired amount of protection your mission and  
duty position allows you.

sizinG  Complete aRmoR solutions
FirstSpear™ partners directly with select armor manufacturers 
to achieve specific hard and soft armor ballistic protective 
results that work with our carriers. We only work with 
manufacturers who make a product worthy enough of being 
put in our systems and carried by a Professional User. 

Defining ballistic requirements can sometimes be difficult  
to accomplish, levels of threat protection, military capabilities 
and departmental policies are but a few of the factors that 
must be considered. FirstSpear™  offers two basic selections 
for your initial consideration. In both hard and soft armor 
we have available the latest NIJ .06 ballistic protection to answer 
law enforcement and security requests. Also in both hard and 
soft armor we offer integrated ballistic solutions that meet threat 
specifications levels mandated to protect SOCOM Personnel 
under SPEAR BALCS Operational Requirements. 

Contact us with your requirements and specific needs,  
we are standing by to execute.



Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-11-00013-001-00
Black	titanium	(shown)	 500-11-00013-018-00
ranger	green	/	Coyote	 500-11-00013-101-00
Blue	/	Silver	 500-11-00013-108-00

SourCe	hydratioN	 Part	NumBer
Source	WxP	3l,	helix	valve,	Coyote	 500-19-00001-005-00
Source	WxP	2l,	helix	valve,	Coyote	 500-19-00002-005-00
Source	kangaroo	1l	Collapsible	Canteen,	 500-19-00003-005-00
helix	valve,	Coyote

Color	 Part	NumBer	 Name	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-11-00004-001-00	 eCP™	internal	frame	 500-15-00026-000-00
khaki	 500-11-00004-002-00
ranger	green	 500-11-00004-003-00
Coyote	 500-11-00004-005-00
multicam	 500-11-00004-004-00

paCks & baGs p17p16 paCks & baGs

Coyote multiCam®

RanGeRkhakiblaCk

RanGeR/Coyote blue/silVeR

blaCk titaniumblaCk

WorkS	great	With:	
Soft	Shell	Jacket,	t-Shirt	&	iPod

Weight:	1.7	lbs
volume:	980	cu	in

mSrP	for	Comm	Pack:		
$149
mSrP	for	Source	hydration:		
3l-$31.50		
2l-$29.40		
1l-$30.45	

WorkS	great	With:	
Beat	up™,	oagre™,	&	Siege™

Weight:	1.74	lbs
volume:	1060	cu	in

mSrP:	$225.00	
add	$14	for	multicam
mSrP	for	eCP™	

iNterNal	frame:	$19

The Comm Pack shares many of the same features as 
the FirstSpear™  ECP™ however; it has a distinctly urban 
appearance giving it some low-visibility style. Discreetly 
placed access ports facilitate ear buds for entertainment 
and communications devices. For skateboarding or surveillance 
operations the Comm Pack literally has your back!

A true Assault Pack, the ECP™ is quickly and cleanly 
attached to many different platforms or utilized in 
a stand-alone mode, carried like a backpack or as 
a single strap bag that keeps your shoulder pocket 
clear for the stock of your weapon. The exterior flap  
is secured with shock cord and provides enough 
space to hold a helmet, positive air breathing system 
like the CV420 or can be completely removed. The 
pocket inside the exterior flap can hold the Avon 
M53 Series Protective Mask and has an elastic daisy 
chain that is sized to hold flash-bang and smoke 
grenades. The rear-most pocket can hold an included 
comfort pad, hydration bladder of up to 3 liters, or 
optional internal frame. The ECP™ is designed to support 
your next “no knock, no warning” entry mission!

Comm paCkexiGent CiRCumstanCe paCk (eCp™)



Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-11-00007-001-00
khaki	 500-11-00007-002-00
ranger	green	 500-11-00007-003-00
Coyote	 500-11-00007-005-00
multicam	 500-11-00007-004-00
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blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®

blaCk

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-11-00003-001-00

WorkS	great	With:	
everything,	especially	if	what		
you	have	to	put	in	it	is	damp.

Weight:	2.1	lbs

volume:	7800	cu	in

mSrP:	$89

Lightweight storage for clothes and 
equipment. Launderable if you are 
turning in your items for field laundry 
operations. Durable handles and 
extra tough zippers so that it can 
double as a secondary bag when the 
airline says “sorry that massive bag of 
yours is overweight…” not that any of 
us have ever heard that before.

MESH BAG
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-11-00008-001-00
khaki	 500-11-00008-002-00
ranger	green	 500-11-00008-003-00
Coyote	 500-11-00008-005-00
multicam	 500-11-00008-004-00

WorkS	great	With:	
all	load	and	armor	Carriers,		
pockets	&	clothing

Weight:	2.29	lbs

volume:	3700	cu	in

mSrP:	$159.98		
add	$40	for	multicam

The LCS Bag can be opened up to lay 
out flat or hung on a wall, webbing 
straps on the inside accommodate 
various pockets when they are not 
needed operationally. Enough width 
is provided to accommodate two fully 
assembled load or armor carriage 
platforms, additional pockets  
and accessories.

THREE SIDED ZIPPER LOAD CARRIAGE SYSTEM BAG

RanGeRkhaki

multiCam®Coyote

blaCk

WorkS	great	With:	
SiCr™,	Nalgene	Bottle	Pocket,	
and	gP	Pockets

Weight:	5.54	lbs
volume:	1750	cu	in	
														(main	compartment)

mSrP:	$499.98	
add	$60	for	multicam

A mid-size pack system, the Hotel 23, incorporates 
many unique features requested by members of 
Special Mission Units who frequently have to carry 
a combination of a precision rifle and a carbine or 
PDW. Tunnel flaps on the sides of the Hotel 23 can 
securely transport a telescoped SPR. Additional 
features accommodate discrete deployment and 
storage of a spotting scope, Manfrotto® tripod and 
other equipment. The top flap of the Hotel 23 is a 
courier style bag that can be used from the ORP going 
forward or on its own to support travel requirements. 
For either pushing out on your next real time operation 
or evading post-apocalyptic zombies on an evasion 
tour of central Texas the HOTEL 23 is ready!

hotel 23 paCk system™

AVAILABLE FALL 2011-ACCEPTING PRE-ORDERS
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blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®

blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®

blaCk

khaki

RanGeR

Coyote

multiCam®

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00045-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00045-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00045-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00045-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00045-004-00

Weight:	0.31	lbs

mSrP:	$45.98,	add	$7	for	multicam

Holds up to three 30 round 5.56X45 
magazines flat against the body and 
side-by-side. Additional pockets can 
be attached to the front. Retention is 
provided by shock cord and speed tab.

TRIPLE SHINGLE, M4
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00053-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00053-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00053-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00053-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00053-004-00

Weight:	0.235	lbs

mSrP:	$37.96,	add	$2	for	multicam

Polymer reinforced and precision 
fitted pocket retains one 30 round 
5.56X45 magazine partially exposed 
to facilitate a speed reload. Shock 
cord and speed tab provide additional 
retention and can be easily removed 
if not desired.

M4 MAGAZINE POCkET, SPEED RELOAD, SINGLEM4 TRIPLE 
Holds one or two (stacked on top of each other) 30 
round 5.56X45 magazines with two other pockets 
beside it for up to six total mags. Large webbing flap 
and mil-spec elastic webbing for added retention.

M4 DOUBLE 
Holds one or two (stacked on top  
of each other) 30 round 5.56X45 
magazines with a second pocket 
beside it for up to four total mags. 
Large webbing flap and mil-spec 
elastic webbing for added retention.

M4 SINGLE  
Holds one or two (stacked on top 
of each other) 30 round 5.56X45 
magazines. Large webbing flap  
and mil-spec elastic webbing for 
added retention.

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00006-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00006-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00006-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00006-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00006-004-00
		
Weight:	0.18	lbs

mSrP:	$34.96,	add	$3	for	multicam

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00010-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00010-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00010-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00010-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00010-004-00
		
Weight:	0.34	lbs

mSrP:	$48.90,	add	$5	for	multicam

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00015-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00015-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00015-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00015-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00015-004-00
		
Weight:	0.45	lbs

mSrP:	$64.90,	add	$5	for	multicam
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Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00042-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00042-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00042-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00042-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00042-004-00

Weight:	0.26	lbs

mSrP:	$43.98,	add	$6	for	multicam

Using robust materials to defeat 
the sharp edges commonly found 
on magazines for the Ak-47. This 
pocket will hold one or two 30 round 
magazines with a removable full 
flap providing retention and rapid 
access. A secondary closure utilizing 
shock cord and a pull-tab can be 
used in conjunction with, on its 
own, or removed completely.

MAGAZINE POCkET, SINGLE, Ak47, 30 ROUND
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00061-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00061-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00061-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00061-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00061-004-00

Weight:	0.12	lbs

mSrP:	$25.38,	add	$3	for	multicam

Holds a single 7.62X51, 20 round 
magazine for the following types of 
rifles; SCAR-H, Mk11/M110/SR25, 
FN-FAL, Hk91/G3, M1A/M14/M21. 
Retention is supplied with a shock 
cord and a speed tab. Additional 
PALS attachment points on the front  
of the pocket allowing for more storage. 

MAGAZINE POCkET, SINGLE, 7.62X51, 20 ROUND
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00070-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00070-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00070-003-00
multicam	 500-10-00070-004-00

Weight:	0.33	lbs

mSrP:	$49.98,	add	$9	for	multicam

FirstSpear™ was directly selected 
by SureFire® to design and produce 
the pockets for their latest lethality-
enhancing product coming directly 
to you from SureFire® in Coyote 
Brown. If you require other color 
options FirstSpear™ has received 
permission from SureFire® to sell 
these to you.

SUREFIRE® MAGAZINE POCkET - 100 ROUND 5.56
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00069-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00069-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00069-003-00
multicam	 500-10-00069-004-00

Weight:	0.25	lbs

mSrP:	$37.98,	add	$6	for	multicam

FirstSpear™ was directly selected 
by SureFire® to design and produce 
the pockets for their latest lethality-
enhancing product coming directly 
to you from SureFire® in Coyote 
Brown. If you require other color 
options FirstSpear™ has received 
permission from SureFire® to sell 
these to you.

SUREFIRE® MAGAZINE POCkET - 60 ROUND 5.56
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Based on the polymer reinforced FirstSpear™ M4 Speed Reload Pocket, the pistol version is available for several different firearms and 
in single, double or triple configurations. Shock cord and speed tab provide additional retention and can be easily removed if not desired.

PISTOL MAGAZINE POCkET, SPEED RELOAD, SINGLE 
Color/magaziNe	 1911	 m9/226	 gloCk	17/19

Black	 500-10-00051-001-00	 500-10-00052-001-00	 500-10-00067-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00051-002-00	 500-10-00052-002-00	 500-10-00067-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00051-003-00	 500-10-00052-003-00	 500-10-00067-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00051-005-00	 500-10-00052-005-00	 500-10-00067-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00051-004-00	 500-10-00052-004-00	 500-10-00067-004-00

mSrP:	$31.98,	add	$1	for	multiCam	 Weight	for	1911:	0.13	lbs

PISTOL MAGAZINE POCkET, SPEED RELOAD, DOUBLE 
Color/magaziNe	 1911	 m9/226	 gloCk	17/19

Black	 500-10-00039-001-00	 500-10-00037-001-00	 500-10-00068-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00039-002-00	 500-10-00037-002-00	 500-10-00068-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00039-003-00	 500-10-00037-003-00	 500-10-00068-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00039-005-00	 500-10-00037-005-00	 500-10-00068-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00039-004-00	 500-10-00037-004-00	 500-10-00068-004-00

mSrP:	$42.98,	add	$2	for	multicam	 Weight	for	1911:	0.26	lbs

PISTOL MAGAZINE POCkET, SPEED RELOAD, TRIPLE 
Color/magaziNe	 1911	 m9/226	 gloCk	17/19

Black	 500-10-00040-001-00	 500-10-00038-001-00	 500-10-00036-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00040-002-00	 500-10-00038-002-00	 500-10-00036-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00040-003-00	 500-10-00038-003-00	 500-10-00036-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00040-005-00	 500-10-00038-005-00	 500-10-00036-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00040-004-00	 500-10-00038-004-00	 500-10-00036-004-00

mSrP:	$59.98,	add	$2	for	multicam	 Weight	for	1911:	0.35	lbs
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PISTOL MAGAZINE POCkET,  
TRIPLE

PISTOL MAGAZINE POCkET, 
DOUBLE

PISTOL MAGAZINE POCkET, 
SINGLE

A more traditional approach to carrying additional pistol magazines; the FirstSpear™ Pistol Magazine Pockets are available in single, 
double and triple configurations and fit many single and double stack magazines, including 7 and 8 round 1911 style, double column  
9 MM magazines of 15 – 17 rounds for the Glock 17/19 and double column 9 MM magazines of 15 rounds for the Sig 226 or M9 Beretta.

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00063-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00063-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00063-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00063-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00063-004-00
		
Weight:	0.065	lbs

mSrP:	$16.98,	add	$2	for	multicam

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00055-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00055-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00055-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00055-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00055-004-00
		
Weight:	0.135	lbs

mSrP:	$28.40,	add	$2	for	multicam

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00064-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00064-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00064-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00064-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00064-004-00
		
Weight:	0.170	lbs

mSrP:	$34.98,	add	$3	for	multicam
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Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00050-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00050-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00050-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00050-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00050-004-00

Weight:	0.31	lbs

mSrP:	$57.98,	add	$10	for	multicam

Listening closely to Tactical Medicine 
Providers in the joint SOF community, 
FirstSpear™ has designed the Self-Aid 
Pocket and Insert. This system provides 
left or right access to the User when 
slumped over, flat on the back or 
seated in a vehicle. The insert is 
highly secure inside the carrier and 
upon being removed can be affixed  
via hook and loop to the Admin Pocket 
face, giving immediate one-handed 
access to its contents.

SELF-AID POCkET AND INSERT
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00007-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00007-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00007-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00007-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00007-004-00

Weight:	0.24	lbs

mSrP:	$39.98,	add	$4	for	multicam

Shown	with	Cell	tag	(not	included)

ADMIN POCkET
Front facing loop pile for affixing  
IFF or other insignia and two divided 
pockets in the back for ID, Status Cards, 
etc. The pocket on the side can hold 
hand-held flashlight, spare pistol 
magazine or multi-tool/folding knife.

Shown with Cell Tag (not included)

Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00027-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00027-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00027-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00027-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00027-004-00

Weight:	0.53	lbs

mSrP:	$79.96,	add	$7	for	multicam

This pocket rolls up and secures out 
of the way with a hook and loop tab 
that can be stowed away when not 
needed. Elastic webbing inside the 
back wall will hold chemlights or 
select shotgun shells. Push through 
entry can be redundantly secured 
with a zipper. An exterior front 
facing pocket can be used for loose 
ammunition or to segregate items. 
Holds a combination of 5 30 round 
5.56X45 magazines and 3 double 
column 15 round 9 MM magazines.

ROLL UP STYLE CARGO POCkET
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00054-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00054-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00054-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00054-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00054-004-00

Weight:	0.255	lbs

mSrP:	$49.98,	add	$3	for	multicam

Radio pocket for the AN/PRC-148 
MBITR and similar sized radios. 
Padded for additional protection  
and open for access to key features.

RADIO POCkET, MBITR
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Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00028-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00028-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00028-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00028-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00028-004-00

Weight:	0.24	lbs

mSrP:	$43.92,	add	$4	for	multicam

Holds a single 1 Liter Nalgene™ Bottle.

ONE LITER BOTTLE POCkET 
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00024-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00024-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00024-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00024-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00024-004-00

Weight:	0.155	lbs

mSrP:	$22.98,	add	$3	for	multicam

Small pocket that holds items 
similar in size to the MAP 76 GPS, 
iPhone, etc. Secured with a zipper.

GENERAL PURPOSE POCkET, SMALL
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00025-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00025-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00025-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00025-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00025-004-00

Weight:	0.31	lbs

mSrP:	$43.98,	add	$6	for	multicam

A flat pocket with elastic webbing 
loops on the front and back walls; 
this item is designed to hold several 
different sized items (i.e. mini bin-
oculars, signaling equipment, etc.) 
Pocket is closed with a zipper and 
has redundant closure with a web-
bing strap attached G Hook.

GENERAL PURPOSE POCkET, MEDIUM
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00026-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00026-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00026-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00026-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00026-004-00
	
Weight:	0.385	lbs

mSrP:	$52.98,	add	$6	for	multicam

A flat pocket with a zippered mesh 
internal compartment, this item is 
designed to hold several different 
sized items (i.e. dual tube night 
vision systems with their helmet 
mount, digital video recorders, etc.) 
Pocket is closed with a zipper and 
redundant closure with a webbing 
strap attached G Hook.

GENERAL PURPOSE POCkET, LARGE
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Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00035-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00035-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00035-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00035-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00035-004-00

Weight:	0.33	lbs

mSrP:	$48.50,	add	$5	for	multicam

Suitable for 200 rounds of linked 
5.56, SAW or Mk 46 Mod 0 Drum, 
200 rounds of linked 7.62 or Mk 
48 Drum; or equipment of similar 
dimensions. Redundant security is 
provided through hook and loop with 
a webbing strap attached G Hook.

LINkED AMMO POCkET, 200 ROUND
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00034-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00034-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00034-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00034-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00034-004-00	

Weight:	0.235	lbs

mSrP:	$36.50,	add	$4	for	multicam

Designed to hold 5.56 or 7.62 linked 
ammo, this pocket can also be used 
for holding mid-sized items like 
medical or survival gear. Redundant 
security is provided through hook 
and loop with a webbing strap at-
tached G Hook.

LINkED AMMO POCkET, 100 ROUND
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-11-00011-001-00
khaki	 500-11-00011-002-00
ranger	green	 500-11-00011-003-00
Coyote	 500-11-00011-005-00
multicam	 500-11-00011-004-00

Weight:	1.38	lbs

mSrP:	$99.98,	add	$10	for	multicam

Holds 300 rounds of continuously 
linked 7.62 and can be folded flat 
when not in use. Wide padded strap 
with a 2” Quick Release buckle and 
flat steel hook hardware can also 
be used as a crew served weapons 
sling. Ammunition can be fed out of 
either side of this bag.

300 ROUND LINkED AMMUNITION (7.62) FEEDER BAG
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-10-00033-001-00	
khaki	 500-10-00033-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00033-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00033-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00033-004-00

Weight:	0.16	lbs

mSrP:	$26.98,	add	$3	for	multicam

Holds a single M67 Fragmentation 
Grenade and can be opened silently. 
Spoon holders on each sidewall of 
the pocket.

M67 FRAGMENTATION GRENADE POCkET, SINGLE
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Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-18-00001-001-00	

SPeCS:	Steel,	black	oxide	finish.	
fits	Car-15/m4	and	collapsible-stocked	
ar-15	rifles.		
2”	(5.2cm)	long,		
1-13/16”	(4.6cm)	wide,		
1/8”	thick.

mSrP:	$23.99

Steel sling adapter features a 
unique slot/hole configuration that 
keeps the plate as slim and compact 
as possible to help eliminate snags 
on brush and your BDUs when car-
rying rifles with collapsible stocks. 
Accepts both 1¼” wide webbing and 
single-point clip-on tactical slings. 
Move the sling from one side of the 
receiver to the other or swap it for 
a different one in seconds. Provides 
plenty of clearance for forward 
assist and easy access for clearing 
malfunctions. Replaces factory 
receiver plate without gunsmithing.

BROWNELLS CAR-15/M4 LOW-PROFILE AMBI SLING ADAPTER
Color	 Part	NumBer
Black	 500-15-00010-001-00
khaki	 500-15-00010-002-00
ranger	green	 500-15-00010-003-00
Coyote	 500-15-00010-005-00
multicam	 500-15-00010-004-00
	
Weight:	0.67	lbs

mSrP:	$79.98,	add	$10	for	multicam

The FirstSpear™ Multi Point Sling 
makes selection of “which style 
sling for my unit, team etc.” a no 
brainer. Incorporating the best 
features of 1, 2 & 3 points the  
Multi Point features a Quick Release 
buckle system and rapid adjust  
feature facilitating proper marks-
manship tension and rapid assumption 
of firing positions from standing to 
prone. This sling can be rigged to 
most weapons as a 1, 2 or 3 point 
sling, additional hardware may be 
required if your firearm does not 
have a single point adapter already 
on it. Removable pad included for 
additional comfort.

SLING, MULTI POINT, QUICk RELEASE CAPABLE

40MM GRENADE POCkET 
FirstSpear™ 40 MM Grenade Pockets hold a single round in any variant (CS, HE or Illumination) and are 
configured in single, double and triple options for the User. Retention is redundant in the form of hook and  
loop and Mil-Spec snaps with NIR conforming polymer button heads.

Color/magaziNe	 SiNgle	 douBle	 triPle
Black	 500-10-00012-001-00	 500-10-00013-001-00	 500-10-00014-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00012-002-00	 500-10-00013-002-00	 500-10-00014-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00012-003-00	 500-10-00013-003-00	 500-10-00014-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00012-005-00	 500-10-00013-005-00	 500-10-00014-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00012-004-00	 500-10-00013-004-00	 500-10-00014-004-00

Weight:		 0.09	lbs	 0.175	lbs	 0.24	lbs	
mSrP:		 $26.98	 $40.96	 $54.96			
	 (add	$1	for	multicam)	 (add	$2	for	multicam)	 (add	$3	for	multicam)	
 

FLASHBANG POCkET 
Silent opening and ease of use when wearing gloves are some of the features incorporated into the FirstSpear™ 
Flashbang Pocket. The sliding ITW Quick Attach Surface Mount accommodates a wider variation of bangs while  
giving exceptional retention and the internal spoon holders on the left and right side provide additional security.  
Individual pockets are available in Single, Double and Triple configurations.

Color/magaziNe	 SiNgle	 douBle	 triPle
Black	 500-10-00030-001-00	 500-10-00031-001-00	 500-10-00032-001-00
khaki	 500-10-00030-002-00	 500-10-00031-002-00	 500-10-00032-002-00
ranger	green	 500-10-00030-003-00	 500-10-00031-003-00	 500-10-00032-003-00
Coyote	 500-10-00030-005-00	 500-10-00031-005-00	 500-10-00032-005-00
multicam	 500-10-00030-004-00	 500-10-00031-004-00	 500-10-00032-004-00

Weight:		 0.14	lbs	 0.28	lbs	 0.38	lbs	
mSrP:		 $25.50	 $40.90	 $55.98	
	 (add	$2	for	multicam)	 (add	$4	for	multicam)	 (add	$5	for	multicam)

blaCk khaki RanGeR Coyote multiCam®
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Weight	for	1911	Body:	0.6	lbs

mSrP	for	SSv	holster:	$299.98
mSrP	for	QlS	fork	with	PalS	
Platform	attached:	$49.98
mSrP	for	molle	Style	Platform		
w/	QlS	receiver	and	fork:	$69.98

Borrowing its name from the battle proven ethos of Speed,  
Security and Violence of Action, FirstSpear™ has 
established an official agreement with Safariland™ 
to have the legendary Self Locking System (SLS) holster 
body supplied with special incorporations that make it 
an even better fighting system. Completely wrapped 
in sound and signature suppressive nylon and utilizing  
a mounting platform that has break strength exceeding 
450 foot pounds, the SSV Holster comes standard 
with a 1.5” molded belt drop (UBL), Flat Dark Earth 
(FDE) in color and sized to fit the AGB. Also included 
is a removable leg strap with a quick-detach swivel.

ssV taCtiCal holsteR 
AVAILABLE FALL 2011-ACCEPTING PRE-ORDERS

1911 
Color/light	&	haNd	 W/	iNtegrated	rail,	 W/	iNtegrated	rail,		 W/	iNtegrated	rail,		 W/	iNtegrated	rail,		
	 No	light,	right	haNded	 No	light,	left	haNded	 x400	light,	right	haNded	 x400	light,	left	haNded

Black	 500-13-00003-001-20	 500-13-00003-001-21	 500-13-00004-001-20	 500-13-00004-001-21
ranger	green	 500-13-00003-003-20	 500-13-00003-003-21	 500-13-00004-003-20	 500-13-00004-003-21
Coyote	 500-13-00003-005-20	 500-13-00003-005-21	 500-13-00004-005-20	 500-13-00004-005-21
multicam	 500-13-00003-004-20	 500-13-00003-004-21	 500-13-00004-004-20	 500-13-00004-004-21

GLOCk 17/19 
Color/light	&	haNd	 No	light,	right	haNded	 No	light,	left	haNded	 x400	light,	right	haNded	 x400	light,	left	haNded

Black	 500-13-00005-001-20	 500-13-00005-001-21	 500-13-00006-001-20	 500-13-00006-001-21
ranger	green	 500-13-00005-003-20	 500-13-00005-003-21	 500-13-00006-003-20	 500-13-00006-003-21
Coyote	 500-13-00005-005-20	 500-13-00005-005-21	 500-13-00006-005-20	 500-13-00006-005-21
multicam	 500-13-00005-004-20	 500-13-00005-004-21	 500-13-00006-004-20	 500-13-00006-004-21

M9 BERETTA UNIVERSAL  P226 SIG UNIVERSAL
fits	the	current	service	model	m9,	with	or	without	the		 	 fits	the	current	service	model	Sig	P226,	with	or	without	
Surefire®	light	rail	and	with	or	without	an	x400	light/laser		 	 the	Surefire®	light	rail	and	with	or	without	an	x400	light/laser	
combo	attached	to	the	rail.	it	is	completely	ambidextrous.	 	 combo	attached	to	the	rail.	it	is	completely	ambidextrous.

Color	 Part	NumBer	 	 Color	 Part	NumBer

Black	 500-13-00007-001-22	 	 Black	 500-13-00008-001-22
ranger	green	 500-13-00007-003-22	 	 ranger	green	 500-13-00008-003-22
Coyote	 500-13-00007-005-22	 	 Coyote	 500-13-00008-005-22
multicam	 500-13-00007-004-22	 	 multicam	 500-13-00008-004-22

QLS FORk W/ PALS PLATFORM ATTACHED MOLLE STYLE PLATFORM W/ QLS RECEIVER & FORk
Color	 Part	NumBer	 	 Color	 Part	NumBer

Black	 500-15-00035-001-00	 	 Black	 500-15-00034-001-00
khaki	 500-15-00035-002-00	 	 khaki	 500-15-00034-002-00
ranger	green	 500-15-00035-003-00	 	 ranger	green	 500-15-00034-003-00
Coyote	 500-15-00035-005-00	 	 Coyote	 500-15-00034-005-00
multicam	 500-15-00035-004-00	 	 multicam	 500-15-00034-004-00

blaCk RanGeR Coyote multiCam®

THE OPTIONAL MOLLE STYLE INTERFACE WITH QLS 
RECEIVER AND FORk allows the User to quickly attach 
the SSV Holster to the chest or cummerbund of  
load carriage and armor carriers.  Additionally, this 
plate is sized to fit on the Drop Leg Panel, creating  
a comfortable and easy to adjust leg rig.

THE OPTIONAL MOLLE STYLE INTERFACE QLS FORk 
WITH PALS PLATFORM ATTACHED gives the User three 
rows by three rows of PALS webbing. This allows the 
attachment of items that need to be rapidly disconnected 
from the MOLLE Platform (ie. radios  for recharge require-
ments, GPS etc.) and protects the MOLLE Interface.
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Color	 Size	 Part	NumBer
Coyote	 S	 500-14-00006-005-02	
	 m	 500-14-00006-005-03	
	 l	 500-14-00006-005-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00006-005-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00006-005-06	
	
WorkS	great	With:	
SiCr™,	agB	&	Beat	up™	Plate	Carrier

Weight	for	large:	1.2	lbs										

mSrP:	$299.99

FirstSpear™ clothing was designed 
to function with your overall fighting 
system. The Combat Anorak typifies  
this vision. Oversized to work with 
you when in helmet and body armor 
the Combat Anorak has a unique feature 
which can make a critical difference;  
a single quick pull exposes the center 
of your load carriage and gives quick 
access to reloads and other critical 
assets. Wind and water resistant,  
it also stores inside its own carry pouch 
to fit into an external GP Pocket or the 
cargo bin on your pants.

COMBAT ANORAk | AVAILABLE FALL 2011-ACCEPTING PRE-ORDERS

blaCk

khaki

StaNdard
Color	 Size	 Part	NumBer
Black	 S	 500-14-00002-001-02	
	 m	 500-14-00002-001-03	
	 l	 500-14-00002-001-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00002-001-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00002-001-06
khaki	 S	 500-14-00002-002-02	
	 m	 500-14-00002-002-03	
	 l	 500-14-00002-002-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00002-002-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00002-002-06

flame	retardaNt
Color	 Size	 Part	NumBer
Black	 S	 500-14-00003-001-02	
	 m	 500-14-00003-001-03	
	 l	 500-14-00003-001-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00003-001-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00003-001-06
khaki	 S	 500-14-00003-002-02	
	 m	 500-14-00003-002-03	
	 l	 500-14-00003-002-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00003-002-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00003-002-06

Color	 Size	 Part	NumBer
Black	 S	 500-14-00005-001-02	
	 m	 500-14-00005-001-03	
	 l	 500-14-00005-001-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00005-001-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00005-001-06

khaki	 S	 500-14-00005-002-02	
	 m	 500-14-00005-002-03	
	 l	 500-14-00005-002-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00005-002-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00005-002-06

WorkS	great	With:	
the	other	guy,	Combat	anorak

Weight	for	large:		0.6	lbs											

mSrP:	$149.99

Crafted from Norwegian wool by a 
knitter with over 100 hundred years 
of experience manufacturing high 
performance fabrics that are both 
durable and comfortable, the Woobie 
is naturally Flame Retardant and 
has comfort that would make Linus 
leave his blanket for it.

WOOBIE FR INSULATION SHIRT 
AVAILABLE FALL 2011-ACCEPTING PRE-ORDERS

blaCk khaki

WorkS	great	With:		
Sleeper™,	oagre™	&	Woobie

Weight	for	large:	1.7	lbs	

mSrP	for	Standard:	$349.99
mSrP	for	flame	retardant	$425.99

You know him, “the other guy, the one who 
does his job” and that is exactly what this 
piece of equipment does; with smooth style 
and critical performance when the temps 
drop and the wind blows. Durable Water  
Repellent (DWR) treated, plush lined and 
smart positioned pockets that will work  
with armor and load carriage platforms,  
an additional option of Flame Retardant  
construction. You can count on The Other Guy.

THE OTHER GUY SOFTSHELL JACkET  
AVAILABLE FALL 2011-ACCEPTING PRE-ORDERS

Coyote

Color	 Size	 Part	NumBer
Black	 S	 500-14-00007-001-02	
	 m	 500-14-00007-001-03	
	 l	 500-14-00007-001-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00007-001-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00007-001-06
Coyote	 S	 500-14-00007-005-02	
	 m	 500-14-00007-005-03	
	 l	 500-14-00007-005-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00007-005-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00007-005-06
multicam	 S	 500-14-00007-004-02	
	 m	 500-14-00007-004-03	
	 l	 500-14-00007-004-04	
	 xl	 500-14-00007-004-05	
	 2xl	 500-14-00007-004-06
WorkS	great	With:	Woobie			Weight:	2.6	lbs			
mSrP:	$399.98,	add	$50	for	multiCam

A hybrid garment that depending 
upon your circumstances can be  
a uniform top, a weather barrier,  
or even hasty load carriage. An 
oversized hood will fit over your  
helmet with most night vision 
attached and an easily adjusted 
stiffener in the bill will help keep 
the shape. Loaded with pockets and 
features, the Squadron Smock has a 
loose fit to accommodate additional 
layers. Oversized buttons that interface 
into slightly undersized holes provide 
security from windblast received  
in open vehicles or helicopters.  
The Squadron Smock has so much  
character that Colonel Sir David Sterling 
would have worn it.

SQUADRON SMOCk | AVAILABLE FALL 2011-ACCEPTING PRE-ORDERS 

Coyote

multiCam®
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Color/Size	 Small	 medium	 large	 extra	large	 2x

Short	Sleeve		mSrP:	$20
Charcoal	 500-16-00003-024-02	 500-16-00003-024-03	 500-16-00003-024-04	 500-16-00003-024-05	 500-16-00003-024-06

Color/Size	 Small	 medium	 large	 extra	large	 2x

Short	Sleeve		mSrP:	$15
Black	 500-16-00001-001-02	 500-16-00001-001-03	 500-16-00001-001-04	 500-16-00001-001-05	 500-16-00001-001-06
olive	drab	 500-16-00001-008-02	 500-16-00001-008-03	 500-16-00001-008-04	 500-16-00001-008-05	 500-16-00001-008-06
grey	 500-16-00001-016-02	 500-16-00001-016-03	 500-16-00001-016-04	 500-16-00001-016-05	 500-16-00001-016-06
Sand	 500-16-00001-023-02	 500-16-00001-023-03	 500-16-00001-023-04	 500-16-00001-023-05	 500-16-00001-023-06

loNg	Sleeve		mSrP:	$25
Black	 500-16-00002-001-02	 500-16-00002-001-03	 500-16-00002-001-04	 500-16-00002-001-05	 500-16-00002-001-06	
olive	drab	 500-16-00002-008-02	 500-16-00002-008-03	 500-16-00002-008-04	 500-16-00002-008-05	 500-16-00002-008-06	
grey	 500-16-00002-016-02	 500-16-00002-016-03	 500-16-00002-016-04	 500-16-00002-016-05	 500-16-00002-016-06	
Sand	 500-16-00002-023-02	 500-16-00002-023-03	 500-16-00002-023-04	 500-16-00002-023-05	 500-16-00002-023-06
	

FIRSTSPEAR™ COL. “CHARGING” CHARLIE BECkWITH T-SHIRT 
FirstSpear™ was started by 7 folks who 
were fed up with trying to get the right 
thing done for the User but being tied up  
in the bureaucracy of “the man”. 

FIRSTSPEAR™ SkULL T-SHIRT
Designed directly by FirstSpear™ 
Designer TB, the emblem that says 
you don’t compromise.

Color	 Part	NumBer
khaki/od	 500-14-00001-102-00

Weight:	0.07	lbs

mSrP:	$39

Color	 deSCriPtioN	 Part	NumBer

olive/khaki	 fS	logo	hat	with	mesh	Back,	Washed	Cotton	 500-16-00004-105-00	
	 twill	front	Panels	and	visor,	unstructured

Coyote/khaki		 fS	logo	hat	with	mesh	Back,	Washed	Cotton	 500-16-00004-106-00	
	 twill	front	Panels	and	visor,	unstructured

Black		 fS	logo	hat,	Washed	Cotton	twill,	 500-16-00005-001-00	
	 unstructured,	distressed

Blue	 fS	logo	hat,	Washed	Cotton	twill,		 500-16-00005-020-00	
	 unstructured,	distressed

mSrP:	$22

Fighting equipment has gotten  
more advanced and FirstSpear™ 
has developed a hat solution that 
does more than just cover your 
head. This headgear has wicking 
and stretch fabrics that will keep 
sweat out of your eyes. The seams 
are all smooth to present a minimal 
profile under your hearing/eye 
protection and, impact pads of  
most bump and ballistic helmets. 
The bill is intentionally short as  
not to conflict with your optic, but 
still keep some sunlight and rain  
out of your eyes.

FS LOGO HATSSHOOTER’S HAT

blaCk

od

GRey

sand

ChaRCoalkhaki/od

blue

blaCk

Coyote/khaki

oliVe/khaki
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Website: www.first-spear.com

Telephone: 636.349.4820

Fax: 636.349.4830

Toll Free: 855.349.4820

Email: sales@first-spear.com

FirstSpear™ accepts Visa, MasterCard, 
American Express and Government IMPAC cards

Find us on Facebook & Twitter.

Also available from Authorized FirstSpear™ 
Dealers Worldwide

 

FirstSpear™ is constantly enhancing its 
products based on feedback from Professional 
Users. Some photos may not reflect the latest 
product enhancements. For the latest information 
visit www.first-spear.com.

Some imagery provided courtesy of the Department of Defense (DOD). 
No DOD endorsement of our products is suggested or implied.

FirstSpear™ thanks the following people:
JWC, GAC, JS, SS, DS, TC, SS, GS, JM, BD, RC, 
EH, SH, DS, kW, MP, EP, DH, MO, RF, CE, JB, JN, 
DT, EM, BG, ER, TR, UG, JP, AH, TU, CA, WO, BW, 
MP, VP, JS, JO, MM, AC, RE, GM, MD, BG, HD, AH, 
MT, SC, DC, LH, MD, TM, JT, RL, MM, Dk, Pk, kM, 
PM, TA, Fk, MT, MC, DD, MS, MW, SA, SG, JH, 
SW, MB, JH, DP, BC, RC, EG, RC, MC, DC, AS, JH, 
kM, DP, SD, DP, kP, BJ, GB, BS, LH, WC, CC, GT, 
DD, TM, BR, JC, DC, PC, GF, BP, CR, SS, MH, MH, 
Bk, JP, kP, AW, BB, TA, WT, DB, DW, CO, MS, BP, 
JA, MS, PP, DR, VR, HY, TL, AR, BB, SH, CL, BP, TA, 
kR, LT, JP, RR, Sk, BN, CB, MJ, CA, RA, kN, RB, 
MR, BW, RG, JR, JH, kM, PR, DI, GD, DC, DM, MD, 
ND, JR, RJ, BC, BD, JW, CP, kk, DC, MS, SB, JS, 
RM, SL, DN
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